
John Doe Solution File
*One puzzle per page*



Danny’s Sports Bar Unlock:
password: thetamales



Handyman’s Hardware Unlock
Password: 1622202

You get this by subtracting one from the first number (2856769) giving you 1, two from

the second number giving you 6, three from the third number giving you 2, four from

the fourth number giving you 2, five from the fi�h number giving you 2, six from the

sixth number giving you 0, and seven from the seventh number which is 2.



Junkyard Employee Unlock
password: jerry

You get this by analyzing the data on the spreadsheet to get information.



Car Tag / Contact Phil
password: mike26

Jerry mentions that the license plate was related to sports and had four letters and two

numbers. The baseball poster found in the car is signed by one of the players. It’s

reasonable to assume that the John Doe had a custom license plate of his favorite

player's name and number.



Socket Set/Message Found in

Apartment
“The password is unseen”

Use the socket wrench set to translate the fractions into letters. You will have to

determine which of the two letter options to use so you get a coherent message.



The Cyclist Store
Password: 9453

Use the order you get from the Hardware store employee along with the bicycle lock.

Match up the words Cold, Sweet, Lucky, and Energy to the symbols and use the

corresponding numbers.



The Cake Shop Unlock
password: 6726

You get this by matching the shapes from the canister found in The Cyclist Shop unlock

with the shapes on The Cake Shop poster. Then count the number of indicated items in

each photo. You will know what to count by reading the message on the poster under

the heading “A Valley Falls Original.” Pops, candles, layers, and figures. Use the order of

the shapes from the canister.



Address
Key St

You get this in The Cake Shop unlock by looking at the images and taking the first letter

of the name of each item: Kite, Exclamation Point, Yoyo, Slinky/Spring, Train: KEY ST.



Purple Door

Password: keystunseen

You get this from completing all of the other puzzles in this section. Specifically, you get

this from solving the puzzle inside the Cake Shop unlock and the puzzle found at the

apartment in the Call Phil unlock.



Who does what?

Raymund - restaurants(drug manufacturing) and food delivery services(drug distributing)

James - security(the�) and consulting work(blackmailing)

Aspen - restaurants(drug manufacturing) and some health food stores(prescription drugs)

Dan - shipping(exporting and importing drug) and food delivery services(drug distributing)

Symon - entrepreneur(money laundering) and shipping(exporting and importing drug)

Huxley - Pawnshops(fencing) and security(the�)

May - consulting firm(blackmailing) and health food Stores(prescription drugs)

Caroline - candy shops(brothels) and restaurants(drug manufacturing)

Hannah - entrepreneur(money laundering) and fundraising(fraud)

Angela - candy shops(brothels) and fundraising(fraud)

How to connect everyone to their businesses.

1. The underlined information comes from the server, Michael Crawford.

2. The rest comes from talking with the different crime bosses.

3. May mentions that she does consulting and that Aspen and she share the same

type of business, but not consulting, so that means Aspen has health food stores.

4. Huxley mentions that both he and James do security work.

5. Dan mentions that he and Symon both are in the shipping industry.

6. Angela mentions that she and Caroline both run sweet shops.

7. Aspen mentions that Hannah is an entrepreneur.



Animal Riddle
pig

"All that I am willing to say about South is this:

they have no paws, (so not dog, cat, rat, fox, or bear)

you won't find them in the ocean, (so not shark or jellyfish)

and they have neither scales nor feathers (so not snake or peacock).”



Animals- Who is what?

Shark - Caroline
Cat - Angela
Snake - Hannah
Rat - Aspen
Jellyfish - James
Peacock - Dan
Dog - Huxley
Bear - Raymund
Fox - May
Pig - Symon

How to connect everyone to an animal.

Caroline - James calls Caroline a shark.

Angela - Angela mentions that she is a bit catty.

Hannah - Caroline mentions that Hannah is a snake.

Aspen - Samantha mentions that the rat wants to make a partnership with the

snake(Hannah). Aspen mentions wanting to talk with Hannah about a business

partnership.

James - May mentions that James is spineless like a jellyfish.

Dan - Samantha mentions that the peacock is from out of town and disdains the others.

This matches with what is no Dan card as he is stated to be the only one with business

ventures outside the city.

Huxley - Dan refers to Huxley as a dog

Raymund - Samantha mentions that the bear is known for being ruthless, which

matches with what Raymund says about himself

May - Samantha mentions that the fox is having trouble with the rat(Aspen) and wants

the jellyfish’s (James) help. That matches with what May says about herself.



Symon - A�er you have paired up all of the animals, you will be le� with only one. This

means by process of elimination, Symon is the pig.



Who Sits Where
Table 1

Dan

Table 2

Aspen

Hannah

Table 3

James

Symon

Huxley

Angela

Table 4

Raymund

May

Caroline



Bathroom Stall/North Warden
“He will be wearing a blue tie at the party”

You get this from the Xs and Os in the bathroom stall and the story Andrew's informant

gives him. There are 10 lines of letters on the stall door and there are ten sentences in

the story. The number of letters in each line are the number of words in each sentence.

Use the words that match up with the Os and you will get the message above.



Who are the Inner Circle (Spoilers)

West Warden - Aspen

Because he is over 6 feet tall, dresses well, like sushi, and drinks cognac. You will need

to figure out who is which animal and where everyone is sitting to figure out what food

and drink everyone likes.

East Warden - Caroline

First, you will need to have figured out what businesses everyone runs. Then you can

exclude everyone that is involved with the importing and exporting of drugs, money

laundering, and blackmailing since the East Warden wants to add these businesses to

their operations. Therefore they are not currently involved in these businesses, but they

would talk to people at the party who are. Caroline talks with Symon(Who is involved

with the importing/exporting of drugs and money laundering) and May (who is involved

with blackmailing).

South Warden - Symon

Because the South Warden is the pig based on the riddle given, and Symon is the pig

based on matching all of the crime bosses to their animals.

North Warden - James

Because he is the one wearing a blue tie, which is what the message from the bathroom

said the North Warden would be wearing.



Agent Peters Unlock
Password: jlsecmar

Refer to the “Who are the Inner Circle” for details on how to figure out each of the four

members.



Sensitive Intel
“I have been betrayed by my partner Steve”

You solve this puzzle a�er figuring out who the four Inner Circle members are and

unlocking Agent Peters’ QR code. Add up the 4 numbers in each square on the Sensitive

Intel puzzle. Then match the numbered pieces of paper Peters gives you in his unlock

and write the corresponding letter.



Who Killed Andrew?
Password: stevepeters

You get this from completing the “Sensitive Intel” puzzle. The first name comes from

the puzzle and the last name comes from the character card.


